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Creepy crawlies 
Activity 1 

Focus of activity: Learning the 6 times table. 

Working together: conceptual understanding 
• Place 10 creepy crawly cards in a line (see child instructions). How many legs on each creepy

crawly? How many legs altogether? We can use ‘clever counting’ to work this out. Slowly count in 
6s along the line: six, twelve, eighteen… sixty. Repeat. Record 10 x 6 = 60. 

• Children close their eyes. Hide different numbers of cards under two books, e.g. 4 under one, and
6 under another. Children open their eyes. Let’s see how many creepy crawlies are hiding under
this book. Count the number of creepy crawlies, and then use ‘clever counting’ to count how
many legs there are. Record the matching multiplication, e.g. 4 x 6 = 24.

• Repeat for the other book.
• Together write the 3 times table on the flipchart from 0 x 3 to 10 x 3. At the side write the 6

times table. Point out that each number in the 6 times table is double the matching answer in the
3 times table. Point to the creepy crawlies. The bugs have 3 legs on one side and 3 on the other,
so double 3. Say that if children know their 3 times table, they can use this to work out facts in
the 6 times table. Cover answers in the 6 times table and try this, e.g. what is 4 times 3, so what
is 4 times 6?

• Write 5 x 6. You know may not know what 5 times 6 is, but you know 6 times 5 and the answer is
the same! Don’t forget multiplication works in any order. This means we have fewer facts to
learn.

Up for a challenge?  
Write 11 x 6 and 12 x 6 on the flipchart. Ask children to work out the answers. We know 10 x 6, so 
use that to help.  

Now it’s the children’s turn: 
• Children shuffle a pack of 0 to 10 cards and place face down. They turn over the cards one at

a time. This is the number of creepy crawlies hiding under a stone. They take that number of
creepy crawly cards and use clever counting to find how many legs are on this number of
creepy crawlies. If they know the fact without using clever counting, they keep the card. If
not, they return the card to the bottom of the pack. They keep playing until they don’t have
many cards left – i.e. they are learning some facts by heart. Choose an appropriate number of
cards for each pair.

• Go round the group and observe them as they play. Congratulate them on their correct
multiplications but also on any facts which they know by heart.

S-t-r-e-t-c-h:  
If children cope well, ask them to use 0 to 12 cards. Challenge them to learn at least eight facts by 
heart.  
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Things to remember  
Remember that to multiply by 6, we can use clever counting in 6s. But the more times tables facts we 
will know by heart, the quicker we will get at multiplication. Ask children to share a few times tables 
facts which they now know by heart. Did they learn any of these today? Well done them! 
You may want to add something that has emerged from the activity. This may refer to 
misconceptions or mistakes made. 

Resources 
• Creepy crawly cards (see child

instructions) 
• 0 to 12 cards

Outcomes 
1. Children can multiply numbers by 6.
2. Children begin to know some facts for the 6 times table by

heart.
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Work in pairs

Things you will need:
• A set of 0 to 10 cards
• Ten creepy crawly cards

What to do:

• Shuffle the 0 to 10 cards and place face down.

• Turn over the top card.
This is the number of creepy crawlies hiding under a stone.

• Take that number of creepy crawly cards.
Use clever counting to work out the number of legs.

• Return the card to the bottom of the pack.
BUT if you knew the answer without using clever counting, keep the card.

• Turn over the next card and repeat.

• Keep playing the game until you don’t have many cards left in the pack because
you have learned so many facts!

Creepy crawlies 
Activity 1

S-t-r-e-t-c-h:

Learning outcomes:

Use the 0 to 12 cards. See if you can learn eight facts by heart!

• I can multiply numbers by 6.
• I am beginning to know some facts for the 6 times tables by heart.
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Creepy crawlies 
Activity 1
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Sleeping spiders 
Activity 2 

Focus of activity: Learning the 8 times table. 

Working together: conceptual understanding 
• Place 10 spider cards in a line (see child instructions). How many legs on each spider? How many

legs altogether? We can use ‘clever counting’ to work this out. Slowly count in 8s along the line: 
eight, sixteen, twenty-four… eighty. Repeat. Record 10 x 8 = 80. 

• Show four spider cards. This is the number of spiders living the bathroom. Let’s find out how
many legs they have. Use ‘clever counting’ to count how many legs there are. Record the
matching multiplication, e.g. 4 x 8 = 32.

• Repeat for numbers of spiders living in other rooms.
• Together write the 4 times table on the flipchart from 0 x 4 to 10 x 4. At the side write the 8

times table. Point out that each number in the 8 times table is double the matching answer in the
4 times table. Point to the spider. The spiders have 4 legs on one side and 4 on the other, so
double 4. Say that if children know their 4 times table, they can use this to work out facts in the 8
times table. Cover answers in the 8 times table and try this, e.g. what is 5 times 4, so what is 5
times 8?

• Write 3 x 8. You may not know what 3 times 8 is, but you might know 8 times 3 and the answer is
the same! Don’t forget multiplication works in any order. This means we have fewer facts to
learn.

Up for a challenge?  
Write 11 x 8 and 12 x 8 on the flipchart. Ask children to work out the answers. We know 10 x 8, so 
use that to help.  

Now it’s the children’s turn: 
• Children shuffle a pack of 0 to 10 cards and place face down. They turn over the cards one at

a time. This is the number of spiders sleeping in a room in their house. They take that number
of spider cards and use clever counting to find how many legs are on this number of spiders.
If they know the fact without using clever counting, they keep the card. If not, they return the
card to the bottom of the pack. They keep playing until they don’t have many cards left – i.e.
they are learning some facts by heart. Choose an appropriate number of cards for each pair.

• Go round the group and observe them as they play. Congratulate them on their correct
multiplications but also on any facts which they know by heart.

S-t-r-e-t-c-h:  
If children cope well, ask them to use 0 to 12 cards. Challenge them to learn at least eight facts by 
heart. 
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Things to remember  
Remember that to multiply by 8, we can use clever counting in 8s. But the more times tables facts we 
know by heart, the quicker we will get at multiplication. Ask children to share a few times tables facts 
which they now know by heart. Did they learn any of these today? Well done them! 
You may want to add something that has emerged from the activity. This may refer to 
misconceptions or mistakes made. 

Resources 
• Spider cards (see child

instructions) 
• 0 to 12 cards

Outcomes 
1. Children can multiply numbers by 8.
2. Children begin to know some facts for the 8 times table by

heart.
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Work in pairs

Things you will need:
• A set of 0 to 10 cards
• Ten spider cards

What to do:

• Shuffle the 0 to 10 cards and place face down.

• Turn over the top card. This is the number of spiders asleep in a room in your house.

• Take that number of spider cards. Use clever counting to work out the number of legs.

• Return the card to the bottom of the pack. BUT if you knew the answer without
using clever counting, keep the card.

• Turn over the next card and repeat.

• Keep playing the game until you don’t have many cards left in the pack because
you have learned so many facts!

Sleeping spiders 
Activity 2

S-t-r-e-t-c-h:

Learning outcomes:

Use the 0 to 12 cards. See if you can learn eight facts by heart!

• I can multiply numbers by 8.
• I am beginning to know some facts for the 8 times tables by heart.
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Sleeping spiders 
Activity 2
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